Abstract. Regarding to the issue of how electronic reconnaissance satellites (ERS) execute the regional survey mission task. Time, area and frequency are discretization handled in this paper. Based on the analysis of different occasions and task requirements on ERS, multi-Constrained Optimization Model is established to solve relative problems. Through modifying the structure of code, initializing the method and introducing the penalty function, genetic algorithm could apply to the model. Conclusion of the emulation indicates that the ERS area census task could be effectively satisfied by the model and algorithm in this paper.
Introduction
Earth observation satellite gets the information of the earth's surface and the lower atmosphere by the sensors equipped. Because of its wide coverage, without borders, personnel safety, ERS is widely used in surveying and mapping, agriculture, weather disaster monitoring, infrastructure construction and other fields, especially in military [1] [4] [7] . At this stage, because the number of satellites in orbit and tasks need to be done is increasing, so how effective plan satellite to find the target has become one of the urgent need to solve the problem of satellite applications. [2] Electronic reconnaissance satellites(ERS) one of the main task is to find potential targets in the region, and further receive various characteristic parameters of target signal or radar reflection, further to the target location. [3] Regarding to the issue of how ERS execute the regional survey mission task. Based on the analysis of different occasions and task requirements on ERS, time, area and frequency are discretization handled in this paper, multi-Constrained Optimization Model is established to solve relative problems. Through modifying the structure of code, initializing the method and introducing the penalty function, genetic algorithm could apply to the model, and get the final optimization results. FREQUENCY Working band set According to the capability of satellite payload observation on orbit, the frequency band division.
Basic Symbol
N means the number of band. 
A C T

Discrete Processing
Because of the time, space and frequency, three attributes in this model, are continuous attributes, to reduce the complexity and also to statistics easier, continuous attributes are taken into discretization in this paper.
Regional Discretization
In this paper, we deal with the grid processing of the observation area AREA .
Lemaître M et al [5] and Ruan et al [8] for the treatment of irregular region, the irregular grid processing area to be observed, the procedures are as follows:
Rectangular region in the Gauss Cartesian coordinate system by the boundary of the region. The irregular area is divided into a grid for processing space: through projection transformation, rectangular region in the Gauss Cartesian coordinate system by the boundary of the region. And it is divided into continuous adjacent square grids according to the appropriate length of distance. The horizontal and vertical grid numbers are H , V , which are expressed as follows:
(1) How to divide the grid is as follows:
For these reasons, the target area can be expressed as:
Note: grid behavior (observed) is replaced by the grid center point behavior (observed).
Time Slot Division
In reference to the communication network to reduce the task conflict and increase the system throughput, the continuous time TIME is taken to slot division, as follows:
This action brings three advantages. A. be easy to measure the fitness function of the optimization objective of task planning; B. can make full use of the time of a single pass of the satellite to observe multiple regions, and avoid over observation of a single task; C. will be the movement of the satellite in any time slot as a static, to avoid the difficult task of satellite motion planning.
Working Band Set
Satellite sensors are all band sensors, but due to the actual use, it is often used in a particular frequency band observation. In order to make the on orbit satellite frequency band are used more efficient and reasonable, the frequency band division, and then planning to be used.
According to the capability of satellite payload observation on orbit, the frequency band division is carried out:
Definition of Observation Action and Its Discretization Treatment
In view of satellite observation activities, the definition of behavior set, A C T ,  
, , , 
According to the definition of behavior, time domain, spatial domain and frequency domain behavior of three-dimensional matrix is set(the abbreviated form of a name action matrix). According to the action matrix, single satellite matrix is as shown in Figure 2 . In the action matrix, each small cube in 0 or 1, which 0 represents satellite on this time slot cannot use the frequency band to the grid can not be observed, 1 representative can be observed: 
Main Constraint Conditions
a. Visible time window constraint. Ground targets must be visible to the satellite sensors, expressed as:
1, 2, , , 1, 2, , :
b. the single satellite boot times constraint.
in Nse is the number of switches in the planning process of n orbital cycles:
1,2, , , :
c. Single satellite boot time constraints.
in SWT is the total length of working in the planning process of n orbital cycles:
1,2, , , : 
Note:
(1) Constraint in order is simplified constraints. if the index is not done, the scope of the scope of the effective value of the previous text. (2) the problem discussed in this paper, there are other constraints and other kinds of satellites in different task planning there are other constraints. This paper has not done a thorough discussion. Others can be described according to the above method.
Optimization Goal
In this paper, the goal of the task planning is to determine the maximum coverage of the three-dimensional space and the joint coverage equalization.
Sub target 1: Joint observation coverage maximization In order to guarantee the long time, wide range and multi band observation of multi satellites to target potential area. In this paper, the optimization of the time domain, spatial domain and frequency domain is established.
, ,
(12) It is convenient to deal with the multi objective optimization, and the maximum of the joint observation coverage is transformed into the minimum non observation coverage:
Sub target 2: Joint observation coverage equalization In order to ensure the number of satellites on multiple targets regional observation, so that each observation area to be balanced and observation process to ensure that each band can be seen as far as possible, so the design of joint space time frequency coverage equalization optimization. 
Solving Algorithm
Mission planning of satellite belongs to the problem of NP-hard [9] [10]. At present the domestic and foreign scholars usually use artificial intelligence to solve it, such as ant colony algorithm, greedy algorithm, neural network algorithm, In this paper, considering the characteristics of large search space, using genetic algorithm and improved, it abstracts a multi-objective optimization model which is based on the joint optimization of spatial and temporal frequency coverage.
Basic Ideas and Steps of Genetic Algorithm
Professor John H.Holland Michigan of the University of the United States in 1975 put forward the concept of "genetic algorithm" and "Adaptation Natural and Artificial published in Systems ", the book systematically describes the basic theory and method of genetic algorithm. Through the simulation of Darwin's biological evolution process of searching optimal solution method by encoding and decoding, the individual to constitute evaluation and genetic arithmetic of three modules, and genetic algorithms include the replication of the chromosome, crossover and mutation and inversion etc..
The general process of genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem includes the following steps:
(1) random given a set of initial solutions; (2) evaluate the performance of this set of solutions; (3) according to the evaluation results, a certain number of solutions are selected from the current solution as the target of gene manipulation; (4) to obtain a new set of solutions for the genetic manipulation (copy, crossover, mutation, and even inversion) of the selected solution;
(5) to return 2, to evaluate the new solution; (6) if the current solution meets the requirements or the evolutionary process to achieve a certain algebra, the calculation of the end, or turn to 3
Improved Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm has good global search ability, can search solutions quickly in the space of all solutions and will not fall into the trap of local rapid decline. And it uses its intrinsic parallelism, speeds up the solution speed. In this paper, by improving the coding method, initialization method and constraint processing methods, the improved algorithm, so that it has a faster global convergence rate, and adapt to the model solution.
Binary Matrix Coding. The genetic algorithm is a general encoding binary encoding, in order to adapt to the design of space time frequency three dimensional coverage optimization model, to ensure the mission planning results as far as possible to meet the joint space time frequency coverage of the global optimum, the dimension reduction processing method.
The multiple binary matrix encoding structure as shown in figure 3 . According to the working mode of the actual electronic reconnaissance satellite, the time frequency matrix code (i.e., each time slot frequency band is used as an encoding, the code uses the binary, 1 indicates the work, 0 indicates no work).
MLI is shown in Figure 4 . 
Constraint Handling Method
The idea of penalty function design is that the constraint condition is transformed into penalty function, and the penalty function is used as an object function. If the solution is to satisfy the feasible solution of the constraint, the penalty is not introduced, that is, the penalty is 0; if the solution is not feasible solution of the constraint is not satisfied, the maximum penalty is introduced to achieve the constraint effect. Therefore, the fitness function for the design of the electronic reconnaissance satellite area reconnaissance mission planning is the sum of the minimum coverage rate and the penalty function. In this paper, a total of 4 terms of the penalty function, respectively, corresponding to the 4 constraints introduced in section 3. 
Simulation and Analysis
Because of the randomness of the intelligent algorithm in solving the problem, this paper uses the Monte Carlo method to deal with the experiment. The mean value of the ten calculation is used to calculate the convergence curve. The model and algorithm of the model and algorithm are simulated in MATLAB environment with the main frequency of PC 2.4GHz. The 2D map and add ERS subastral point set in the MATLAB environment, the observation of North America, Europe, India ocean and the Western Pacific 4 regions.
Scene Layout
Refer to Section 8.2 spacecraft design of satellite trajectory [8] representation method, design 4 ERS (orbital period is 3 hours), subastral point figure: 
MLI Performance Analysis
Taking the 20s as the 1 time slot, the regional grid is divided into 5 degrees (5 degrees of longitude and latitude of the earth's 2D sketch map of the earth), and the simulation experiment is carried out. 
Convergence Analysis of Slot Division
Grid division dynamics is latitude and longitude 5 degrees, the time slot division is 10s, 12s, 15s, 16S, 20s. The following simulation is carried out. As can be seen from Figure 9 , the remaining gap can be divided into 0.1 to the following in the 500 iteration to meet the requirements of the planning results, except 16s slot. 
Convergence Analysis of Grid Division
Time slot is divided into 20s, the grid is divided into latitude and longitude 5 degrees, 7.5 degrees, 10 degrees, 12.5 degrees. As can be seen from Figure 11 , the difference of grid division does not affect the convergence of the algorithm, and can get the feasible planning results.
As can be seen from Figure 12 , with the increase of the grid partition (i.e., the grid division is increased), the final optimization results will be reduced (i.e., the combined coverage optimization effect is better).
Concluding
In this paper, the problem of multi area reconnaissance mission planning for multi electronic reconnaissance satellites is studied. Based on the analysis of the application scenarios and task demands, this paper establishes the optimization objectives and multi constraints model of the 3D joint coverage optimization in time domain, space domain and frequency domain. The traditional genetic algorithm is improved by the method of improving the coding structure and the method of the matrix loop shift and the method of using the penalty function instead of the constraint checking. Grid 12.5
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Through simulation experiments, MLI can effectively avoid the defects of local optimum and improve the convergence speed of the genetic algorithm. For the particle swarm optimization, MLI has little influence on the convergence rate of the algorithm at the beginning, but it is more efficient to avoid falling into local optimum at the later stage. Through the different time slot division experiment, analysis of the time slot number division affect the convergence speed, time slot division more, the convergence speed is slow; the different meshing strength experiment, analysis of meshing dynamics affect the final optimization results, mesh strength, joint optimization of the fitness function value is low.
In this paper, the research methods and models of satellite mission planning have a certain reference value for the research of satellite mission planning. The continuous attribute discretization is a new direction for future research. Follow on how to find the optimal time slot, grid scale, and how to plan after obtaining satellite observation data, the continuous optimization of satellite resources; how to determine the research target in the target area of the two aspects.
